
way it literally reverses years of overeating. You
need only follow the simple instructions. That’s it!
You can continue to enjoy all those foods you love
to eat. Matrix 3600 Fat Magnet Capsules simply
does not allow your body to consume and absorb
excess calories. Period!

Each day you’ll notice absolute visible results
as your unwanted pounds of fat flab and cellulite
completely disappear.

A Word Of Caution
Is In Order….

There is a tendency for younger women and even
men to want to be dangerously thin. This is a public
health issue with serious side effects. Therefore,
even though your appetite may decrease, you
must remember to eat properly. Because Fat
Magnet Capsule is so effective at removing ugly
fatty deposits and because it has absolutely no
side effects, people may become too enthusiastic
about its use. Carefully monitor your results and do
not allow yourself to become too thin.

If you start to lose weight too rapidly, limit your
tablet intake, or even skip a day or two. Have a
goal in mind and try not to exceed it.

Eliminates Starvation Dieting

There now exists an all natural,
bio-active weight-loss compound
so innovative, so effective, and so
unstoppable it literally acts like tiny
miniature “Fat Magnets” relentlessly
attacking bulging fatty deposits so
effectively that it virtually eliminates
the need to diet. News of this new
Fat Magnet Capsule is sweeping
North America.

The New breakthrough “fat
magnet” Capsule is known in the
diet industry as the “lazy way” to
lose weight, it’s turning people’s
lives around 360 degrees without
any major lifestyle changes, it’s
appropriately called Matrix 3600 “Fat
Magnet Capsule” and it’s amazing!
In fact, thousands of people are now
trying the Fat Magnet Capsule and
losing weight faster than they ever
dreamed possible! Some people
have reported losing as much as 3
pounds in the first 24 hours!

Forces Fat To
Leave Your Body!

Fat Magnet ingredients were
developed by medical researchers.
The Capsule contains no drugs
whatsoever and it’s 100% natural,
safe and effective. Its key
ingredients are derived from citrus
pectin skin, a medium-sized fruit
tree in the Rutaceae (citrus family).
It is thought to have originated in
the Caribbean as a cross between
a pomelo (C. maxima) and a sweet
orange (C. sinensis); and is now
grown and cultivated in many
tropical, semi-tropical, and warm
temperate regions of the world.

Why the citrus pectin skin extract?
For years it was a widely held belief
that extract from the skin fruit tree had
magical properties. When a person
ate a small amount of this unique
citrus fruit, they would miraculously
lose weight! The researchers
investigated this phenomenon and
discovered, through sophisticated
testing, the citrus skin extract did
indeed cause the human body to
bring about rapid weight-loss.

The Way It Works Is
Extraordinary!

Actually, the way it works is truly
extraordinary. Shortly after taking
small portions of the extract it
dissolves into a completely natural
gel which surrounds excess figure-
destroying fat like tiny magnets
“attracting” and trapping many
times its size in fat particles that
prevents them from forming body
fat naturally because the fat cannot
be digested it’s “Flushed” right out
of your body. Within 2 days you
will notice a change in the color of
your stool as fat particles are being
eliminated. This action actually
alters the time contact is made
with the intestinal membrane! In
addition, this remarkable citrus
pectin tree extract plant gives you
a feeling of fullness so you’re not
hungry while your excess weight
comes tumbling off.

The research team members
were so impressed with the
citrus pectin extract’s abilities
that they produced an amazing
weight-loss tablet which uses
the key ingredients of this
amazing citrus tree extract. But
what’s even more impressive,
is that Matrix 3600 “Fat Magnet
Capsules” actually surpasses
the incredible powers of this fruit
trees extract ingredients because
they are so highly concentrated.
In fact, Matrix 3600 “Fat Magnet
Capsules” ingredients are so
effective at producing massive
weight loss in record time that it
was even awarded a patent by the
United States Patent Authorities.

EAT ALL YOU WANT
AND STILL LOSE WEIGHT

(tablet does all the work)

By now it should be obvious the
Matrix 3600 “Fat Magnet Capsule”
is no ordinary diet capsule. Unlike
other diet programs, once you’ve
taken a Matrix 3600 Fat Magnet
Capsule there is really nothing-else
for you to do. You’ll marvel at the

Amazing “Fat Magnet”
Capsule Triggers
Rapid Weight Loss
...Even If You Cheat!

Advertisement

Lose 8 lbs. In A Week Or 27 lbs. In 30 Days For FREE

Dona E.
“I Lost Over 63 lbs. In 10 Weeks”

I hate to diet. I used to think that I’d almost rather be fat than give
up all the good food. I love to eat. Matrix 3600 The Fat Magnet
Capsule made a huge difference in my life! I lost 63 pounds in
just 10 weeks. And never felt I was on a diet. I can’t believe how
easy it was to lose my weight. Matrix 3600 Fat Magnet Capsule
has truly changed my life 360 degrees and I never felt better or
looked this good in years. Everyone needs to try the amazing
capsule, it Truly works wonders.

Medical Doctors
Are Stunned At The
Amazing Weight Loss
Results of Study Par-
ticipants.
Although the New
Breakthrough Matrix 3600

“Fat Magnet Capsule” is
100% Safe & Natural...
it is not recommended
that you lose weight too
rapidly.

Remember to have a goal
in mind and try not to go
beyond it.

Not recommended for
people who only need
to lose only 5 to 7 vanity
pounds.

COMPANY OFFERS
EXTRAORDINARY GUARANTEE!

Lose 7 To 10 lbs In The First Week Or lose 20
to 30 lbs In The First 30 days Or it’s FREE…

Because the Matrix 3600 “Fat Magnet Capsules”
ingredients have been thoroughly examined and
because of the Clinical proof that “Fat Magnet
Capsule” works, there should be no doubt you
can achieve the body of your dreams, even if
you’ve tried to lose weight before and failed. There
are documented results of thousands of once
skeptical people who now swear by Matrix 3600

“Fat Magnet Capsule.” Imagine losing a maximum
amount of weight in record time.

In fact, as proof that Fat Magnet Capsule is
everything they believe it is, it has an extraordinary
guarantee. If you place your order now and then
follow the simple instructions for a period of 30
days, you will lose 7 to 10 lbs. in the first week or
lose 20 to 30 lbs. in the first 30 days or it’s FREE.
You must be completely satisfied with the dramatic
results. It’s that simple.

If you’ve tried to lose weight before and failed,
you’re not alone. Now you have the opportunity
to overcome adversity and effortlessly lose the
excess weight you no longer have an excuse. Fat
Magnet Capsule is available, it’s easy and it works.
Best of all ordering is simple, fast and reliable!

Call Toll Free
888-403-5502

Matrix 3600 “Fat Magnet Capsule” are not cheap
but they are very effective. A 30 day supply is
$49.95. Please don’t wait to order. You really do
deserve to be thin.
Limited two orders per household. 2012 ©


